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About This Game

Klotzen! Panzer Battles, is a World War 2 turn based operational strategy game set in Europe and North Africa. Made with
passion by strategy gamers, it was designed with replayability and challenge in mind.

Intuitive and easy to start, it offers a classic gameplay experience for Panzer General lovers.
Offering large branching campaign, random events for campaign and each scenario, massive customization options both for the

whole army and each unit individually, it gives the best replayability in the genre.
Execute enveloping maneuvers by taking key towns and cutting off roads and railroads to disable large groups of enemy units

quickly using our unique supply system. Just remember that this is a double-edged sword which AI will use expertly against you.
Flexible AI that leaves room for mistakes in lower settings and detects local and strategic mistakes and exploits them on highest

difficulties. Learn to protect your exposed units, objectives and supply or let AI help you remember.
Use your air force as never before – bomb enemy supply and vital bridges, mount air offensives by attacking airfields to achieve

quick air superiority, or swarm the skies and strafe exposed enemy ground units during their move.
Dig fortifications and lay minefields, blow up bridges or repair them using dedicated engineering units.

Lead your core units through historical operations, unexpected events taking you to new battles and what-if maps in a massive
branching campaign with over 60 scenarios.

 delay Barbarossa by one year to deal with the UK in the Mediterranean

 defend in Normandy and beyond in 1943

 be late for the party in Norway with UK already securely dug-in
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 fight off allied invasion of Spain

 take factories of Ural in one final stroke

 fight great tank battles of Ukraine in 1941

 protect eastern borders after Kursk

 invade UK and USA

 …and more

Customize each unit’s commander by choosing from over 100 skills, traits and flaws to match your play style. Trade favors with
high command to get access to better equipment, veteran troops and more capable commanders. Speed up development of

advanced jets and Tiger tanks, and sell unused units and personnel.
Lead separate core unit groups in east and west. Create unique generals to lead them by choosing between four personality

types, each with unique flaws and skills. Customize your generals to brown-nose their way to cheap equipment, or shape them
into inspiring leaders or careful ready-for-anything planners.

Experience the thrill of each hit in naval battles. See mighty battleships blow up after being hit in the magazine or sit helplessly
in the water after having a rudder disabled with our new naval combat system.

Use superior morale to gain the advantage over disheartened enemy.
Choose from over 600 unique beautifully rendered unit types.

Create your own scenarios using included editor.
Play with a friend on our servers or at home in hotseat mode.
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Title: Klotzen! Panzer Battles
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Maxim Games
Publisher:
Maxim Games
Release Date: Early 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Proto-G Its going to take longer..:

Hello. Demo Coming Soon, Stay tune!:

Since ICC 2018 (Indonesia Comic-Con) held in Jakarta, 28th October 2018. We are overflowed with feedbacks from
many players who are passionate and interested in Proto-G. This makes us so happy and excited.

As Result, these past weeks we have been fixing, polishing, rethink, and group feedbacks and turned that into a worthy
demo to be played. As we really care about player's experiences when they first play Proto-G.
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While our indiegogo campaign still going, we decided to focus our limited resources on making the demo free of bugs,
fluid and most of all asset qualities.

While not all part of Proto-G can satisfy everyone, we want to provide path where your feedbacks matters in this
development. Reach us and talk to us of any dissatisfaction you found while playing Proto-G.

Let us make Proto-G a great game for all, and stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[www.facebook.com]
Instagram[www.instagram.com]
Twitter
. Demo Updates:
Hi Everyone,

We want to announce that Proto-G had some changes to the game.

- Bug fixes
- Subtitle and audio adjustment
- Combat balancing and adjustment
- UI updates
- Game options updates
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We also wanted to say thanks to all of beta testers for reaching us out to make Proto-G better.

We have more things for you that we will publish in Demo build. Stay tune!

Website : https://benuasoftworks.com/games/proto-g

Facebook[facebook.com]
Instagram[instagram.com]
Twitter
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